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in the classroom
Reading aloud and
annotating. Children
working on Eye of
the Wolf read
sections of the
novel aloud and
then highlighted
pages showing
where the narrative
voice changed.
They drew
diagrams to show what this revealed
about the characters of wolf and boy.

Drawing on knowledge of similar stories.
A good way into reading traditional stories,
for example One Thousand and One Arabian
Nights, is to review what children already know
about the characters and motifs.
One of the values of studying this text is
the influence of this collection on all other
stories. It is rooted in popular literature
and storytelling and features plenty of
excitement and danger. It’s the soap opera
of its day and you can still see its features
in modern stories and soap operas.

Reading Differences:

The following materials from the Reading Differences project are available to
download from the QCA website (www.qca.org.uk/english):

Introducing children to world literature

Years

5 –6

introductory leaflets for years 3 to 4 and years 5 to 6
teaching sequences for eight of the books on the booklist (the years 5 and 6
books are Eye of the Wolf, East o’ the Sun and West o’ the Moon, Sheep Don’t
Go to School and One Thousand and One Arabian Nights
an annotated booklist recommending novels, poems, traditional tales and
picture books from around the world
Teaching world literature in the primary school: a discussion paper.
This explains the background to the Reading Differences project.
More information about the English 21 project can be found at
www.qca.org.uk/english21.

The teaching sequences give detailed lesson plans,
each focusing on a particular book. They demonstrate
how children can investigate the meaning of a text
through whole-class, group and paired reading as
well as through drama and work in other parts of
the curriculum.
Each teaching sequence describes the book, gives relevant
national curriculum and primary national strategy references,
and lists useful resources. The sequences are designed to last
for several sessions and include detailed descriptions of
possible activities and ways of talking about the book. All the
sequences have been tried out with children in years 5 and 6.

(Geraldine McCaughrean)
contains many familiar stories.
They evoke the sharp details
of an ancient Islamic civilisation
and the wit and vigour of a
large cast of characters.

Finding out more

The teaching sequences can be adapted for use with other books.

Getting started

One Thousand and One
Arabian Nights

Reading differences

Eye of the Wolf

Sheep Don’t Go to School

(Daniel Pennac) is a short novel
about a wolf and a boy who
learn about their contrasting
worlds and cultures. The multilayered narrative with a subtle
ecological message brings
together human and animal
worlds and spans North America
and Africa in its settings.

(edited by Andrew Fusek Peters)
is an anthology from 13 Eastern
European countries that
includes riddles, nonsense
poems, traditional rhymes
and some longer poems by
modern writers.

The Reading Differences materials have been developed in collaboration with
the Centre for Literacy in Primary Education (CLPE).
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The Reading Differences project is about introducing children to a broader
range of literature from around the world. It is about reading different
books and about reading them differently.
Many teachers feel that the books children read should reflect the culturally diverse world we live in.
In English 21, the recent national conversation about English in the 21st century, most people said
that the literary heritage presented in schools should
be broadened. The national curriculum already
There are a significant number of books,
requires all children to study texts from a variety of
and an increasing number of contemporary
cultures and traditions, and the primary national
authors, that ought to be brought to us, and
strategy recommends studying myths, legends,
which our children need if they are to be
stories and poems from a range of cultures. QCA’s
imaginatively, intellectually and culturally linked
Reading Differences project explored ways of
to people of other cultures, other languages.
choosing a wider range of texts and introducing
Aidan Chambers
them to children in key stage 2.
Teachers working on the project devised eight teaching sequences, or book studies, for a series of lessons
with children in years 3 to 6. The project also includes a booklist of high-quality international children’s
literature and a discussion paper about the broader issues around reading differences.
This leaflet is about working with children in years 5 and 6, and explains how teachers can introduce
reading differences to the classroom.

Choosing different books
Reading different books – stories, poems, picture books and traditional tales set in different
cultural contexts – opens windows on to other worlds, showing how other children grow up,
get along with family and friends and cope with everyday life and extraordinary events. The
Reading Differences booklist contains many suggestions to choose from.
When choosing a book from a different part
of the world for study, it is important to look
for authors who are so familiar with a
particular culture or country that they can
represent it accurately and with
understanding. High-quality books that speak
with an authentic voice and have themes that
offer scope for discussion and reflection repay
reading over a sustained period of time. The
book chosen should help children learn about
the literature and culture of another country
as well as reflect on their own experiences.
Reading one text gains from links to other
reading, so the ideal book collection in a
21st-century classroom will have international
literature alongside the well-loved classics of
English children’s literature.
Each book in this leaflet presents a different
challenge, raises different issues for teachers
and children and offers different ways in for
readers.

Researching the background of the book.
Researching the country of the authors and
presenting this information to others is an
effective way of deepening understanding of
Sheep Don’t Go to School.
I was pleased to have a book of poetry that is slightly
different…it worked because the children had not read
anything like it before. The children loved looking at maps
to find Eastern European countries and looking up the
gory origins of nursery rhymes. The research into different
countries took on a life of its own and involved parents
and others with personal knowledge of Eastern Europe.

Interpreting pictures.
Maps and pictures of
the story’s setting, like
the ones in East o’ the
Sun and West o’ the
Moon, convey the
tale’s atmosphere
and lead to questions
about the setting and
historical period.

Books for years 5 and 6 featured in this leaflet
East o’ the Sun and
West o’ the Moon
is a traditional Norwegian fairytale
told through dramatic pictures
accompanying an early translation
into English. It is a powerful tale of
quest and adventure set in the
context of wild weather, long, bitter
winters and human isolation.
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Reading books differently: teaching approaches
These activities are all important for developing children’s knowledge
of the book and discussing its language, themes and characters.
Children should engage in depth with these
books so that they can:
respond to specific cultural and linguistic qualities
learn something about the book’s country of origin
develop insights into different styles of
presentation
notice the different languages or dialects or
how the same text differs where more than
one translation exists.

Reading aloud
Reading aloud is an effective
way of alerting children to
different voices. In Sheep
Don’t Go to School the
children read aloud and
performed ‘Not a Very Mice
Poem’ and compared it with
traditional nursery rhymes.
Making a direct comparison
of the poems ‘Sheep Don’t
Go to School’ and
‘The Spring’ prompted talk
about ideas of uniformity
and greyness in weather
and political atmosphere.

Reading images
Developing an ability to read images is important.
Children working on East o’ the Sun and West o’
the Moon talked and wrote about:
how the words and images create meaning
together
how colour is used to create atmosphere
how character is shown through facial expression
how images are placed on the page to draw
attention to ideas or themes
repeated images and their effects on the
narrative structure.

Talking about the book
As they read, children will have many ideas to discuss. Different activities will help
them engage with structure, themes and characterisation, and explore their opinions
about the book.

Putting the book in context
One way of putting the book in context is to
find out about the background of the writer
and make links with children’s general
knowledge. The class reading Sheep Don’t Go
to School included children from families who
had come from Eastern Europe. The general
discussion about the region and its history
took on a life of its own when the teacher
invited a parent into school to talk about the
period from the end of the Second World War
to the fall of the Berlin Wall. Talking about
political systems and ideologies led in turn to
reading and discussing Animal Farm.

I really liked performing and
watching the plays. I also had fun
reading the stories and writing
what I thought the selfish stepsisters of Delilah might say.

Teachers can use different ways of reading to get to know the book with the
whole class, including reading aloud, reading in pairs and reading images.
Graphical representation
Children’s responses and interpretations can be
represented through mind maps, diagrams or
comparison charts. When reading Miroslav
Holub’s poem ‘A Boy’s Head’ in Sheep Don’t
Go to School, children annotated pictures of
other heads to show what thoughts might be
inside them as preparation for writing poems
of their own.

in retelling the story. In
groups they decided
which scenes were the
most important and each
group freeze-framed the
key moment in the
scene as the narrator
introduced the scenes.
Children working on Eye
of the Wolf created a
film scenario to show
the boy looking into the
pupil of the wolf’s eye
and seeing into his past.

Using pictures
Drawing a storyboard or story map helps
children to see how a story is put together and
how one episode follows from another. Children
drew large-scale maps of the landscape of East
o’ the Sun and West o’ the Moon to help them

Drama and work in role

Reading journals

Children linked their work on characters to discussion of the
cover pictures of Eye of the Wolf. These pictures superimpose
human and animal eyes and bodies, creating an instant
enigma for children to explore, and one that helps
them understand the metaphorical theme of the novel.

These are active ways of learning and of understanding and
interpreting texts. Bringing a text to life involves thinking about
characters, dialogue, narration and atmosphere. The many
flamboyant exchanges between characters in One Thousand
and One Arabian Nights led to dramatised dialogues. Pairs of
children scripted and presented these to the whole class, whose
task it was to identify the relationship and the balance of power
between characters.

Keeping reading journals or notebooks can give children
space to respond independently and develop their
responses over time. Whole-class discussion was linked
with individual writing about East o' the Sun and West 'o
the Moon. Children reading One Thousand and One
Arabian Nights kept notebooks to record their impressions
of different characters and how they were presented. These
formed the basis for an illustrated book of characters for
the whole class. The process of noting impressions, drafting
responses and writing their own poems was a feature of
work inspired by Sheep Don't Go to School.

At the end of reading Eye of the Wolf, children created a drama
in which the animals put the humans on trial for destroying the
environment. They worked out who would speak for the different
humans and what role the boy would have in the trial.

Oral retelling in a story circle is another way of
understanding the structure of a story. Discussion
before, during and after reading One Thousand
and One Arabian Nights or East o’ the Sun and
West o’ the Moon included:
how these texts show the traces of oral
storytelling, for example in their use of
stereotypical characters or rhetorical devices
like the ‘rule of three’
the effectiveness of descriptive and
metaphorical language drawing on everyday
life and natural surroundings

the contribution of the narrator Shahrazad in
One Thousand and One Arabian Nights and the
less visible one in East o’ the Sun and West o’
the Moon
the elements of serial storytelling that excite
interest and create understanding
the different ways the stories imply or state
a moral and the importance of this for a
social group.
Children gained confidence from the substantial
speaking and listening and storytelling elements in the
work. Discussions of the distinctiveness of the story and
where it had come from engaged them in a different
level of reflection on their reading.

Finding out what children have learnt

Reading in pairs

I think it’s going to be about a boy
who climbs a snowy mountain but
then on the way he freezes but a
wolf’s heart goes into him and he
lives – he has the life of a boy but
the heart of a wolf.

Thinking about language and oral storytelling

Reflecting on and evaluating what they
have read develops children’s thinking.
The teaching sequences end with children
summing up what they have learnt about
a text and its background, or expressing
their interpretation through performing
parts of the text. This evaluation period
is also an opportunity to relate the new
reading to more familiar texts.

On first appearances, the class did not think they would
enjoy Eye of the Wolf, but their initial reactions were
overturned at the end of the first chapter. This was a
new author to them, a diffferent type of novel that not
many of them would have independently chosen, and
the work led to a deeper understanding of the themes
and relationships and cultures in the book. I myself
wouldn’t have chosen it but, like the children, I
thoroughly enjoyed it. I particularly liked the way
the children’s responses continued to build throughout
the teaching sequence.

Children were each given an exercise book to
make an anthology, which could include their
own poems. We discussed how poetry can be
used as a vehicle for people to express their
discontent. They all joined in, discussing the
poems in mixed-ability groups. You could see
their enthusiasm; they talked about the work
at home and came back with further ideas.
Some found poems on similar subjects. It’s
really helped their sense of language. They’re
more aware of choosing words carefully, not
just using words that sound good.

